Introducing Aspect-oriented Space Containers for Efficient Publish/Subscribe Scenarios in Intelligent Transportation Systems
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Abstract

The publish/subscribe paradigm is a common concept for delivering events from information producers to consumers in a decoupled manner. Some approaches allow durable subscriptions or the transportation of events even to mobile subscribers in a dynamic network infrastructure. However, in the safety-critical telematics durable delivery of events is not sufficient enough. Short network connectivity time and small bandwidth limit the number and size of events to be transmitted hence relevant information needed for safety-critical decision making may not be timely delivered.

In this paper we propose the integration of publish/subscribe systems and Aspect-oriented Space Containers (ASC) distributed via Distributed Hash Tables (DHT) in the network. The approach allows storage, manipulation, pre-processing, and prioritization of messages sent to mobile peers during bursts of connectivity.

The benefits of the proposed approach are a) less complex application logic due to the processing capabilities of Space Containers, and b) increased efficiency due to delivery of essential messages only aggregated and processed while mobile peers are not connected. We describe the architecture of the proposed approach and explain its benefits by means of an industry use case.

1 Introduction

The publish/subscribe paradigm [8] is a common and largely recognized concept for delivering messages in an anonymous decoupled fashion from publishers to subscribers. There are also concepts trying to ensure durability or the correct order of events [13], even in case of mobile peers or a completely dynamic network [10]. However, there are application domains, like safety-critical telematics, in which the durable delivery of subscribed messages, in other words the guaranteed delivery with “exactly once” semantics” may be considered a precondition for operation, due to jurisdictional reasons, but is not adequate at all. Among others, a durable notification service has to store all events a peer has subscribed for while the subscriber is offline. Once the peer is reachable again, the saved events have to be delivered to the associated subscriber. This means that the peer would receive a large amount of data that it has to process locally in order to extract relevant information.

However, in scenarios from Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), mobile peers (vehicles) have only a few seconds of connectivity and very limited bandwidth [17]. This may cause several problems: the reconnecting peer should receive all stored events which may have very different importance for the user or be even stale, but due to the limited bandwidth and connectivity window only a very few messages can be forwarded to the peer creating a kind of back-pressure in the system. Furthermore, due to the small connectivity window, there is a possibility that essential information, such as safety-critical ghost driver warnings, cannot be transmitted to the peer. If such messages are not forwarded to the peer on time humans lives may be jeopardized. Therefore, the safety risk grows with the amount of irrelevant or even incorrect information delivered instead of important life-saving information.

In this paper1 we propose the concept of Aspect-oriented Space Containers (ASC) for linking pub/sub systems and mobile peers with short connectivity time. The so called Space Container [12] is a customizable storage component for efficient storage and retrieval of structured, spatiotemporal data distributed in a fault-tolerant manner [11]
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between publishers and subscribers [8]. There are two types of messaging paradigm allows a strong decoupling of events and publishers and subscribers in time and space. Furthermore, the pub/sub system architecture can be further classified into client-server and peer-to-peer. In a client-server architecture, like Gryphon [3], publishers and subscribers are clients which are connected to a network of servers. Generally, the servers temporarily store the events generated by publisher-clients and forwarded them to the subscriber-clients. If a subscribed client is not directly connected to a server, where a publisher has dispatched an event, the server has to forward the event to other servers until the event reaches the server capable of delivering the event directly to the subscribed client. In a P2P architecture each node can act as a publisher, subscriber or event-forwarder to another node.

Reliable pub/sub systems guarantee that published events are delivered to all its subscribers. Durable (fault-tolerant) pub/sub system are able to cope with unreachable subscribers and servers (due to network failures or crashed clients/servers). Some pub/sub systems like SIENA offer a best-effort delivery strategy, i.e. the system will periodically retry to deliver the message until the message was delivered successfully, a timeout expired or the maximum retry-count was reached. In mobile environments [10] client applications reside on a host that is moving and therefore accessing the network (composed of so called event brokers) from various locations [4]. The event brokers are responsible to guarantee the reliability and durability of the pub/sub system as described before. Furthermore, a protocol must exist which enables the update of a client’s subscription as it is moving from one broker to another. During the client’s movement undeliverable events have to be stored by the system and delivered as soon as the client reconnects to the system. When the client reconnects to another broker, all stored events have to be forwarded to that broker. One of the first pub/sub system that supports the re-subscription is made, may take too long. Mobile clients in ITS scenarios are fast moving and have only a few seconds for data transmission (section 3).

In order to adequately address the scaling needs of distributed applications, over the past years there has been research on pub/sub systems making use of the scalability characteristics of Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) [15]. This has led to several implementations of DHT-based pub/sub systems, like [6, 9, 16, 1, 2]. However, the papers aim at using DHT like for routing purposes, extended querying, efficient subscriptions, or the efficient distribution of events. In contrast to those approaches ASC focuses on the distribution of Space Containers as fault-tolerant intermediate subscribers, functioning as a scalable and efficient bridge between mobile peers with very short connectivity time and pub/sub systems. Thus, although ASC has been developed with respect to a mesh network (section 3), it does not prescribe the usage of P2P capable pub/sub systems (section 4.2).

3 Scenario

A motivating use-case to illustrate the benefits of the proposed ASC architecture is an Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) scenario [11]. The scenario consists of a highway with fast moving vehicles communicating with a fixed, geographically distributed infrastructure. Along the highway there are so called Road Site Units (RSU) responsible for either passing safety and traffic information to the vehicles or receiving information from the vehicles and pass it to the system. RSUs are installed along the road network in 2-3 km distance of each other and are connected in a meshed wired broadband network in order to assure scalability and increase fault-tolerance. Information exchanged in the system mainly concerns the road traffic itself and the messages are published by e.g. the Traffic Control Centre (TCC), the police, the road maintenance depot. Events generated may contain information about traffic restrictions and warnings, traffic density, traffic congestions, accidents, road and weather conditions. The published data is geo-located and its relevance in space and time is limited to a certain region, moving direction and period of time. A subscriber my be
a vehicle driving at high speed or a road worker in a field service. Connectivity between the RSU and the passing by vehicles is characterized by a limited bandwidth, communication range, and connectivity window (ca. 300KB/sec for 2-3 sec at 100km/h in case of a single vehicle) allowing the exchange of small and a few messages only [17]. The received information can be used to adapt driving behaviour since drivers are informed about occurrences in upcoming road segments. Therefore, subscribers are interested in information which a) is represented by the very last event delivered by the pub/sub medium, b) is represented by an aggregated set of events, or c) is a prioritized set of the delivered events. In a special case events can even cancel each other and should not be delivered at all.

4 Architecture

This section pictures how Aspects on top of Space Containers [12] can be deployed for the events processing and illustrates the integration between the Aspect-oriented Space Container and the pub/sub paradigm.

4.1 Aspect-oriented Space Container

Space Containers realize some parts of Aspect-oriented Programming (AOP) by registering so called Aspects at different points of a Space Container. Aspects are executed on the peer where the Space Container is located and can be triggered by the various operations on the container. The join points of AOP are called interception points (IPoints) and can be located before (pre) or after (post) the execution of an operation on the Space Container. Adding and removing Aspects can be performed at any time during runtime. In addition to the parameters of a Space Container operation a so called Aspect Context can be passed along with every operation allowing the client to communicate with the installed Aspects. Aspect may contain any computational logic, thus can be used to realize security (authorization and authentication), the implementation of a highly customisable notification mechanism, or the additional manipulation of already stored or incoming entries. In case multiple Aspects are installed on the same Space Container, they are executed in the order they were added.

Before an operation can be executed on a Space Container it has to pass the installed pre-Aspects. If all Aspects return OK, the container interprets the selectors of the operations and executes the operation [12]. Afterwards, all post-Aspects are executed. Depending on the result of the post-Aspects the result of the operation is either returned to the requesting peer, or the operation is rolled back. As already mentioned, an Aspect can manipulate the execution of the operation which triggered it. This is realized by the returning values an Aspect can throw. The returned value is analysed and the execution of the operation manipulated accordingly. In case of OK: the Aspect does not require any changes of the operation; NotOK: the operation is stopped and the transaction is rolled back; SKIP: the operation is neither performed on the container, nor on any following pre-Aspects, but post-Aspects are executed immediately afterwards; Reschedule: the execution of the operation is stopped and will be rescheduled for a later execution.

4.2 Execution of Aspect-oriented Space Containers in Publish/Subscribe Scenarios

A reason why we recommend that a Space Container shall be used instead of a database is the fact that the number of different events in an ITS is not known beforehand and as a consequence an appropriate data model is difficult to establish. By means of Coordinators [12], a Space Container is capable of using ‘dynamic’ data models which can be plugged in whenever needed. A Coordinator allows different views, optimally implemented with respect to accessing requirements, on the entire data in the Space Container at the same time. As depicted in Figure 1, such a Space Container and its Aspects are deployed by means of a DHT in the RSU network. The principle is explained in [11], where we described how to combine Space-Containers with an overlay network based on DHT concepts in order to a) make such Space Containers uniquely addressable in a fault-tolerant and scalable manner, and b) to replicate Space Containers in order to increase fault-tolerance and their availability.

Figure 1: The operation of ASC in pub/sub scenarios

The original subscriber (e.g. a vehicle) places its intention in receiving events from publishers by deploying a Space Container, installing Aspects and publish it in the DHT network. The Aspect registers itself as a subscriber in the pub/sub medium on behalf and according to the requirements of the original subscriber. From now on the Aspect will, independent of the connectivity mode of the original subscriber, receive events which are then processed by other installed pre-Aspects and the results are then stored in the Space Container. When the original subscriber re-establishes a connection to the network, it uses a read-
selector to pick up the results from the Space Container. If 
the Space Container is replicated, Aspects are replicated as well. 
This means that the original subscriber is subscribed 
as often as many replicas of that Space Container exists. 
This is necessary in order to avoid missing events in case 
one of the replicas, including the subscribed Aspect, is off- 
line. The way how the replicated Space Containers handle 
incoming events in order to stay consistent is up to the im-
plementation of the deployed pre-Aspects. Either, the repli-
cas are completely independent of each other and perform 
every operation as many times as replicas exists, or an in-
coming event is registered and not used for further processing 
until the result based on that event has been announced 
from a designated replica. The latter approach may be more 
efficient with respect to computational resources but require 
knowledge about group coordination.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we described the concept of ASC, Aspect-
oriented Space Containers, distributed via Distributed Hash 
Tables for efficient publish/subscribe scenarios in the In-
telligent Transportation System. The benefits of bridging 
mobile peers with pub/sub systems via ASC are reduction 
of the complexity of application implementation since the 
processing logic has been moved to the Aspects. Therefore, 
this solution allows efficient delivery of events to mobile 
peers, since the relevant information have been extracted in 
installed Aspects while the peer was off-line.

Future work contains an evaluation on how efficient the 
ASC approach is compared to current pub/sub systems. 
Further investigations regarding the way how the usage of 
Space Containers and Aspects change the relation between 
subscribers and the notification medium is intended. 
Further questions that we will consider are: Is a durable notification 
medium still necessary if Space Containers are replicated 
and distributed via DHTs, since DHT use the same 
network as the notification medium? Does this have an effect on the semantics of durability? What is the influence on QoS coming from the number of replica set up by the subscriber? Another future work will deal with the question how to move Space Containers along the mesh of RSUs to minimize Space Container access time.
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